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Abstract
Balanced truncation is studied for members of a certain class of linear multi-
variable systems. For this class of systems, it is shown that balanced truncation
is Hankel-normn optimal. Various properties of the balanced approximants are de-
rived, explicitly in terms of the original plant poles. For example, the hi-norim
of the error system is precisely the inverse of the distance from the most dominant
discarded pole to the origin. The results are exploited to analyse the ability of a
particular low-order H71-controller, designed for a reduced system, to control the
original high-order system.
1 Introduction
Balanced truncation, introduced in [1], is a popular method of model-order reduction.
One simply extracts the major balanced subsystem from a balanced realization of a
given stable system. Advantages of the method include the existence of an a priori
upper bound on the X7o-norm of the error system [2, 3], namely twice the sum of the
discarded Hankel singular values. Although the method is based on sound reasoning,
in general balanced truncation is not currently known to be optimal in any way.
It is the purpose of the present paper to derive stronger results for balanced trun-
cation of members of a certain class of linear multivariable systems. Basically, we
study n-state stable systems with a realization (A, B, C) where A is real-symmetric
and BBT = CTC = I,. The key parameters are the eigenvalues Oi of A (i.e., the poles
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of the system (A, B, C)), rather than the Hankel singular values. We analyse k-state
balanced truncations of these systems, which are shown to be Hankel-norm optimal.
That is, the Hankel-norm of the associated error system equals the minimum possible
over all stable approximants with no more than k poles (which equals the (k + 1)-st
Hankel singular value of the original system [2]). Furthermore, rather than an 7/0-
norm bound on the error system in terms of the discarded Hankel singular values, we
derive an exact expression for the 1,o-norm of the error system, precisely -0a+ 1 Other
system properties such as the Hankel singular values, the /oo-norm, and the 7H2 -norm,
are also derived in terms of the Oi only.
Our motivation in studying this class of systems is to develop insight into the proper-
ties and limitations of model and controller reduction techniques. The class of systems
considered here is, we believe, rich enough to be give meaningful results but is restricted
enough for the analysis to be transparent and explicit.
2 The class S,abl
2.1 Definitions
Let C'P t ble denote the class of symptotically stable p by m systems with n states:
Cn,,abe := {(A, B, C) C IRRnXn x IRPXn l Re(Ai{A}) < 0, i = 1,...,n}.
By the notation G = (A, B, C) we mean as usual the transfer function matrix G(s) =
C(sI - A)-'B, where s is the Laplace transform variable. In this paper we consider a
subclass Sn;stable C C;stable defined by
Pn;stable = {(A, B, C) E Cn;table IA AT BB = T = CTC = I}.
In other words, Sn.Pable consists of those asymptotically stable p by m systems which
have a realization with a real-symmetric A-matrix and B and C matrices that satisfy
BBT = CTC = I,.
Standard properties of the rank of a matrix (see for example [4, p 13]) give that
rank(B) = rank(BBT ) < min{n,m}. Now BBT = I, implies rank(BB T ) = n so
n < min{n, m}. Hence BBT = I, is possible only if n < m. Similarly CTC = I, only
if n < p. It follows that SPstable is nonempty only if m > n and p > n which will be
assumed henceforth.
The spectral theorem for real-symmetric matrices [4, Theorem 4.1.5] says A = AT
if and only if there exits a real-orthogonal matrix (of eigenvectors) W E IRnX n and a
real-diagonal matrix (of eigenvalues) O E IRnX" such that
A = W(WT where WWT = In and 0 = diag(01,..., 8).
Without loss of generality we assume 81 > ... > 8,. We then say W0WT is a spectral
decomposition of A. It should be noted that because W E IR"X" and WWT = In we
have that WTW = I,, and W-l = WT.
The eigenvalues 8i of A are precisely the poles of the system (A,B,C) and if
(A, B, C) E SPbe'" they are all real numbers. Observe that if (A,B,C) c SnPmC ;stabhe arrn;stable
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we have that (A, B, C) is asymptotically stable if and only if A < 0 if and only if all
Oi < 0. The following lemma is obvious on applying the above reasoning to a system
(A, B, C) G SPstable, and gives an alternative characterization of systems in S'-;stable'
Lemma 2.1 The following statements are equivalent:
(;)GE _p,m(i) G c SP,m;tbte
(ii) G = (A, B, C) where
(a) (A,B, C) E IRnXn X n x x IRPXn, and
(b) BBT = CTC = I,, and
(c) A = AT < 0.
(iii) G (A, B, C) where
(a) (A, B, C) C IRnXn x IRnm x IR pXn, and
(b) BBT = CTC = In, and
(c) A has a spectral decomposition A = WOWT where 0 = diag(80,..., O,t) < 0.
2.2 Properties of systems in SP 7Zabe
Systems in SP',tabl have a number of properties which permit explicit analysis. Firstly
note that systems in SPable are both controllable and observable.
Proposition 2.2 If (A, B, C) E SP tmable then (A, B, C) is minimal.
Proof Suppose (A, B) is uncontrollable. Then the PBH test [5, Theorem 2.4-8] implies
the existence of a vector q £ 0 such that qTA = AqT and qTB = 0, for some A. But
then 0 = qTBBTq = qTq since BBT = I,. Therefore q = 0, which is a contradiction.
Hence (A, B) is controllable. The proof that (C, A) is observable is dual. O
The controllability and observability Gramians may be calculated explicitly.
Proposition 2.3 Let (A, B, C) C SrPstable and let A = WOWT be a spectral decompo-
sition of A. Then:
(i) The controllability Gramian of (A, B, C) is given by
P = Wdiag(-(281)-',...,-(20n)- )WT.
(ii) The observability Gramian of (A, B, C) is Q = P.
Proof The Lyapunov equations for P and Q are, respectively,
O = PAT + AP + BBT and O = QA+A TQ + CTC.
Since (A, B, C) e SPtabl, these become the same equation
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O=PA+AP+I and 0=QA+AQ+I.
Since A is asymptotically stable and (A, B, C) is minimal, there exists a unique solution
for P which is positive definite [2, Theorem 3.3] and a unique solution for Q which is
positive definite. Since P and Q solve the same equation, we have that Q = P.
Now introduce a spectral decomposition A = W®WT and substitute into the P
equation:
0 = PWOWT + WOWTP + I.
Multiply on the left by the (nonsingular) matrix WT, on the right by W, and use the
fact that WWT = I to give
0 = (WTPW)o + O(WTPW) + I.
Trying WTPW = diag(pl,... ,p,) gives the n independent equations
O = 2piti + 1 for i = 1,...,n.
Recalling that Oi < 0 we have immediately that pi = -(28i)-1 > 0. Hence WTPW =
diag(-(281)- 1 ,...,-(29,,)-1), which gives the unique solution
P = W(WTPW)WT = Wdiag(-(201)-l, ... -(20,)-1)WT,
as claimed. [
By definition, the Hankel singular values ai of a system (A, B, C) are the square-
roots of the eigenvalues of the product of the Gramians. By convention we order them
rl > ... > an,. See, for example, Section 2 of [2]. The next result follows from this
definition and the previous proposition.
Corollary 2.4 Let G G Snpttable have poles 81 > ... > ,n. Then the Hankel singular
values 0i of G are
ai = -(20i)- 1 fori = 1,...,n.
Proof Let G = (A, B, C) and let A = W®WT be a spectral decomposition of A.
Let the controllability Gramian be P and the observability Gramian be Q. From the
definition of ai and Proposition 2.3(ii),
i = Al 1/2(pQ} - Ai/2 {P2}= AP}.
Now use Proposition 2.3(i), and the fact that W - 1 = WT, to obtain
ai = Ai{Wdiag(-(281)-',...,-(28n)-1)WT}
= AiWdiag(-(20,)-1 , ...-(28,)-1)W - - }
= A{diag(-(2O 1)-1,...,-(20n)-1)}.
But (-281) - l > ... > (-20n) - 1 > 0 because 0 > 01 > - - >Ž On > -oo. Hence
ri= -(2ti)- 1 as claimed. []
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There are a number of norms of a system G of interest in control theory. We are
particularly interested in the '-oo-norml, the t-2-norm and the Hankel-norm, which are
defined as follows,
IGIoo = sup A'/2{G*(jw)G(jW)}
JIG' = (2- trace[G*(jw)G(jw)]dw
IIGIIH = 1a.
Here ( · )* denotes complex conjugate transpose, and as elsewhere in this paper the
eigenvalues Ai{M} of an m by m Hermitian matrix M are ordered A 1{M} > ... >
A,, {M}. An appealing feature of systems in Sntabze is that the above norms can be
written explicitly in terms of the system poles 8i.
Proposition 2.5 Let G E Stable have poles 01 > ... > . Then:
(i) IGIt. 11 0-K0
(ii) 11G12 -=- 1(20i) - l
(iii) IGIIH =-(201) -1
Proof Part (i) Let (A,B,C) be a realization of G and let A = WO1WT be a
spectral decomposition of A. By exploiting the facts that WTW = WWT = I, BBT =
CT( = I, and that for non-zero eigenvalues Ai{MN} = Ai{NM} where M and N are
any matrices for which MN and NM exist and are square, we obtain the following
sequence of equalities:
A{G*(jwo)G(jw)} = Ai{BT(-jwI - AT)-CTC(jwI - A)-1B}
- Ai{BT(_jWI - A)-'(jwI - A)-B}
= Ai{(-jwI - A)-(jwI - A)-'BB}
= Ai{(-jwlI- A)-'(jwI- A)- }
- A{(W(-jwl- 9)W T )- 1(W(jwI - E)W T )-1 }
Ai{ W(-jwI - 0)-1WTW(jwl 
- 9)-I WT}
A {(-jwI - E)- 1 (jwI - O)- }
= (W2 + o) - l,
where the last line follows from 0 = diag(#1,..., 0,a) and the fact that 0 > 01 _ * >..> ,.
Hence,
IGIK1 = sup 4(w2 + ±~) - 1= -1,
as claimed.
Part (ii) It is well-known that IIGII2 = trace[PCT C] where P is the controllability
Gramian of G = (A, B, C). Using Proposition 2.3(i) and CTc = I, one obtains
JII GI2 = trace[Wdiag(-(290)-',...,-(2n0) - ')W T] .
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Since WTW = I, and trace[NM] = trace[MN] for any matrices N and Al for which
MN and NM exist and are square, it follows that
n
JllGl2 = trace[diag(-(20 1)- 1,...,-(20,~)-')] = - (20)-1.
i=l
Note that
n n n
trace[A- '] = Ei{ A -x } = ZAT '1 -{A} = 1
i=1 i=l i=l
so an alternative expression for IIGI[I is
IGIl: = -(1/2)trace[A-'].
Part (iii) Immediate from the definition of Hankel norm and Corollary 2.4. [l
Remark 2.6 It is known that in general IIGIKoo > JIGIIH. (This follows from e.g., [2,
LemlIma 6.2].) For systems in SPs;table we have the stronger statement that
IIGloo = 211GllH if G C Sp',stable.
This is obvious on comparing Proposition 2.5(i) and (iii). Also
n
IlGI[2 = E i : IIGI[IN if G E SPstable,
i=l
where IGIIN is the nuclear norm of G. This is immediate on substituting for the Hankel
singular values from Corollary 2.4 into Proposition 2.5(ii).
Remark 2.7 Note that the -Ho-norm and Hankel-norm of a system G E S ;etable de
pend only on tl, the most dominant pole (i.e., the pole closest to the origin).
3 Balanced truncation of systems in Sp,m
3.1 Balanced realization of systems in SPabl
A realization (A, B, C) E CP'stable is said to be balanced [1] if its controllability Gramian
and observability Gramian are equal to the diagonal matrix of Hankel singular values
E := diag(o-l,..., orn). There always exists a nonsingular balancing state-transformation
T E IR n x n which takes a given minimal realization (A, B, C) onto a balanced realization
(A,, B, C) = (T-1AT, T-1B, CT). For systems in SPtable, a balanced realization and the
associated balancing state-transformation have a particularly explicit form.
Proposition 3.1 Let (A, B, C) E SP tile and let A = WOWT be a spectral decompo-
sition of A. Then:
(i) A balancing transformation for (A, B, C) is W.
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(ii) A balanced realization of (A, B, C) is (0, WTB, CW).
(iii) The balanced Gramian of (O, WTB, CW) is E = diag(-(201)-1,..., -(20,,)-1).
Proof If T is an arbitrary nonsingular state-transformation, then we know that
(A,B,C) i-4 (T- 1 AT,T- 1 B,CT). Furthermore, by substituting this into the Lya-
punov equations for the Gramians P and Q it can be shown that P - T-1PT-T
and Q - TTQT. If now we set T = W, and recall that W-1 = WT, we have that
A - WTAW = WTWOWTW = 0, B 4 WTB, C * CW, and P , WTPW,
Q WTQW. But using Proposition 2.3 to write P in terms of A = WOWT, it
follows that
P - WTPW = WTWdiag(-(2081)- ,...,-(208,)-)WTW
= diag(-(20j)-1,...,-(20,) -1)
where the last line follows on recalling Corollary 2.4. Proposition 2.3 also states that
Q = P so Q t- WTQW = WTPW = -. Hence (O,WTB, CW) is a balanced re-
alization of (A, B, C) with balanced Gramian E, and W is the appropriate balancing
state-transformation. []
3.2 Review of balanced truncation of systems in CP'"able
Before we study balanced truncation of systems in SPtable, for comparison and reference
we summarize the key properties of balanced truncation of systems in CP,;stable.
Definition 3.2 (Balanced truncation [1]) Let G E Cstabe be minimal with Hankel
singular values a, > ... > o,>. Let (A, B, C') be a balanced realization of G with balanced
Gramian E = diag(al,. .. , a). Let k < n and partition the balanced Gramian as
-=[0 E 2]
where E1 := diag(al,...,aok) and E2 := diag(ak+1 ,...,a,,). Partition the balanced
realization conformally:
[ _ A 12 ] [ 1i
A 21 A 22 B2 and [ 
Then the major balanced subsystem
IB'I(G,k) := (A 1 1,B 1 ,C 1 )
is said to be a k-state balanced truncation of G. We also define
IBY'(G,n - k):= (A 2 2, B 2, 2 )
which is the corresponding (n - k)-state minor balanced subsystem.
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The balanced subsystems inherit certain properties from the full-order system, as
the next proposition states.
Proposition 3.3 ([6]) Let G E CrPtable be minimal with Ilankel singular values l1 >
·. -_> Ž k > 0rk+1 > ... >_ f. Then:
(i) IB'iT(G, k) is asymptotically stable, minimal, with Hankel singular values 1,..., ok.
(ii) IB'r'(G,n - k) is asymptotically stable, minimal, with Hankel singular values
'k+1, · · · , 7in-.
Remark 3.4 In general the poles of the reduced model are not a subset of the poles
of the full model; whilst All is a submatrix of A it is not true in general that the
eigenvalues of All are a subset of the eigenvalues of A. Also, in general the minor
balanced subsystem IBr'(G, n - k) is not equal to the error system G - IBr(G, k), as
is easily seen by comparing their realizations.
An important property of the balanced truncation method is the existence of a
bound for the t, 0o-norm and Hankel-norm of the error system G - IB'(G, k).
Proposition 3.5 ([2, Theorem 9.6]) Let G C'stable be minimal with Hankel sin-
gular values 1l >Ž ... > ok > 0 k+1 > ... > n o- Then:
(i) IG - IBr(G, k) loo < 2 E=k+l f~.
(ii) lG - IB'I(G, k)rIIH < 2Vn='+l 7 in
(Repeated Hankel singular values need to be included in the above summations only
once, on their first occurrence.)
3.3 Balanced truncation of systems in SP1,able
As we will now see, balanced truncation of systems in SpJstable has some attractive
properties. In particular, exact expressions for various norms of the error system will
be derived, rather than error bounds. Firstly we write realizations for the major and
minor balanced subsystems of G" 6 C',;b andminor balanced subsystems of G C SP,,mtable and show that they are in S;stable d
SP-,k;stable respectively.
Proposition 3.6 Let G = (A,B, C) E Spsabl have poles 1 _ > *k+* > 
· .. > n. Let A = W®WT be a spectral decomposition of A and partition
1= [ 1 0°
0 002
where 01 := diag(81,...,8k) and 02 = diag(Ok+l,... , ). Partition W conformally as
W = [W1 W2] (i.e., V1, is the first k columns of W). Then:
(a) For the major balanced subsystem IB1T(G, k):
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(i) IBr(G,k) = (O 1, W1TB, CTV0).
(ii) IBT(G, k) E Sk;,tb,.
(iii) (01, WTB, CW1 ) is a balanced realization with balanced Gramian
El = diag(-(208)-1 ,..., -(2k)- ).
(b) For the minor balanced subsystem IBrIf'(G, n- k):
(i) IB'(G, n- k) = (0 2, WTB, CW2 ).
(ii) IB '(G, n - k) C Sn,_k;stab,
(iii) (02, W 2TB, CW2 ) is a balanced realization with balanced Gramian
=2  diag(-(20k+1)-l, . .. ,(20,) - ).
Proof By Proposition 3.1 we know that (0, WTB, CW) is a balanced realization of
G = (A, B, C) E S';,able- From Definition 3.2 and the definition of W1 it is obvious that
IBrF(G, k) = (01, WTB, CW1 ). Now 01 = OT < 0 because 01 is a diagonal matrix of
strictly negative numbers. The fact that WTW = I, and the definition W = [W 1 W2]
gives that W7TW 1 = Ik, WTfW2 = I,_k and WFxTW 2 = 0. So (W 1TB)(WxTB)T = Ik
since BBT = I,, and similarly (CW 1 )T(CW1 ) = Ik. Hence IB'(G,k) E SkPtable'
Applying Proposition 3.1 to this system shows that the realization (0l, W7TB,C'W1)
is in fact balanced with balanced Gramian E1 = diag(-(20 1)-l,...,-(2#k)-1). This
proves part (a). The proof of part (b) is analogous. []
Remark 3.7 Observe that 01 is the A-matrix of the balanced realization of the reduced
system IBI'(G, k) given in Proposition 3.6. It is immediate that the poles of the reduced
system IBUT (G,k) are 0,..- ., k}, precisely the k most dominant poles of the full
system. This should be compared to the general case mentioned in Remark 3.4.
In general the error system G - IB'f(G, k) and the minor balanced subsystem
IBYI'(G, n - k) are different, as pointed out in Remark 3.4. However, an important
property of balanced truncation in SPstab1l is that these systems are always the same.
Proposition 3.8 Let G E SPstabIe have poles 81 Ž >. Ža > ,k+1 > *- > ,. Then:
G - IBt (G, k) = IBI'(G, n - k).
Proof Write, as usual, G = (A, B, C) and let A = WOWT be a spectral decomposi-
tion. Using Propositions 3.1 and 3.6, a realization for G - IB1(G, k) is
([01 0 0 ]W T B W1
G- BrY(G, k) = 0 02 o W2T wB ,[CW CTV2 CTc1 ]
0 0 1 
- W[TB
0 0 1 0afe appyi g i WsTB W2t o owcw
after applying a state transformation of
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0 I,-k 0
-Ik 0 Ik
Removing the uncontrollable and unobservable states, which are all asymptotically
stable, leaves
G - IBr(G, k)= (02, W 2 B, C W 2) =IB' r'(G, n - k)
where the last equality is from Proposition 3.6b(ii). El
We can now write an explicit expression for the tHo-norm, 7H2-norm and Hankel-
norm of the error system in terms of the poles of the original system only.
Proposition 3.9 Let G C Sp'stable have poles O1 >Ž k > Ok+l > *> 0, Then:
(i) JIG - IBr(G, k)i = -(8k+c)- l
(ii) IG - IB'r(G, k)l2: =- =k+1(20i)-.
(iii) I G - IB3(G, k)IIH - -(280+1) -1
Proof From Proposition 3.8 we have G - IB'(G, k) = IB''(G, n - k). From Proposi-
tion 3.6 we know that IB3r'(G, n-k) = (02, WTB, CW2) and that this is in SPm;
(Here we write G = (A,B,C), perform a spectral decomposition W0WT of A, and
define 02 etc. as in Proposition 3.6). Now apply Proposition 2.5 to IBT'(G, n- k) to
obtain the results. L1
The above result may be rephrased in terms of the Hankel singular values by substi-
tution from Corollary 2.4. As with Proposition 3.9 the corollary is important because
it gives an exact expression for various norms of the error system, not just an upper
bound.
Corollary 3.10 Let G e SP'smtable have Hankel singular values al > >. ak > ak+l >
·.. > o,. Then:
(i) IIG - IB(G, k)1oo = 2ok+1.
(ii) JIG -IBYf(G, k)12 i=k+l °i-
(iii) 1IG - B'r(G, k) 11H = ok+. -
Remark 3.11 The exact value of the 'Hoo-norm and Hankel-norm of the error system
G - IBrT(G, k) given in Corollary 3.10 should be compared to the usual 'twice the sum
of the tail' error bounds given in Proposition 3.5. For the 7',O-norm, the error bound
of Proposition 3.5 exceeds the exact value of Corollary 3.10 by an amount
(2 Eik+l 0i) - 2' + = 2 EiZk+2 'i if n- k > 2,
* t ~~0 ~if n-k = 1.
Using Corollary 2.4 we can write this in terms of the discarded plant poles:
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J- =k+±2 1 if nm-k > 2
l> 0 if n-k = 1.
This slackness is the error bounds may be large. For example, suppose we are given
G C S1 table, with poles Oi = -i/10, i = 1, 10. Consider a single-state balanced
approximation IBY(G, 1). Using Proposition 3.9 the exact value of the ,oo-norml of
the error system is
IG - IBr1(G, 1)Ioo = -821 = 5,
and the Hankel norm of the error system is
JIG - IBW(G, 1)llH = -(202) - ' = 5/2.
But the usual bound of Proposition 3.5 gives the rather loose estimate
10 10
JIG - IBF(G, 1)1I < - E 0'1 = l10i- m 19.3,
i=2 i=2
for both Hioo-norm and Hankel-norm.
Remark 3.12 The Xoo-norm of the error system is precisely the inverse of the distance
from the most dominant discarded pole to the origin.
3.4 Relations to optimal Hankel-norm approximation
Given G E C ,;,table, the k-state optimal Hankel norm approximation problem is to solve
arginf{llG - GIH I b - Ck,;sa le}f
G
In [2] it was shown that
ak+1 = inf{lG - G|iH I C e Ck',stblem
Consequently, given G e Csable, any G which satisfies
cOk+1 = JG - O1H where G e C:k;table, (1)
is a k-state optimal Hankel-norm approximation of G. In [2], state-space formulae were
given for all optimal Hankel-norm approximations of a given G C CP;able.
In general a k-state balanced truncation of G is not known to be an optimal Hankel-
norm approximation. However, if G E SP;table then a k-state balanced truncation is in
fact Hankel-norm optimal, as stated in the following result.
Proposition 3.13 Let G C Sn;stable have poles 81 > >k+1 > ... > 0,,. Then
the k-state balanced truncation IB'r(G, k) of G is also a k-state optimal Hankel-norm
approximation of G.
Proof The assumption that 9k > 9k+l is, by Corollary 2.4, equivalent to Ork > ak+l.
Corollary 3.10 then gives
IG - IB'r(G, k)llH = Ok+l-
Recalling that IBI(G, k) E S;table, from Proposition 3.6 and that S'k;stable C Ck;.table,
we see that G := IBTr(G, k) satisfies (1). Hence IBYI(G, k) is a k-state optimal Hankel-
norm approximation of G C Sn,;ltable'
Remark 3.14 In [2, Theorem 7.2] it is stated that a square k-state stable system G
is a k-state optimal Hankel-norm approximation of a square n-state stable system G
if and only if there exists an antistable system F(s) = D + C(sI - A)- 1B such that
E(s) := G(s)- G(s)- F(s) satisfies EE* = 4k+1I. (By antistable we mean that -A
is asymptotically stable). In our case G ' = IBr(G, k) and in Appendix A we show that
such an F indeed exists.
4 Low-order '-H,-control of systems in Sp,m
Suppose G is a (high-order) plant, and G, is a (low-order) plant approximation. Sup-
pose a controller K, is designed for G,. A central concern is what happens when Kr
is used to control G rather than G,. We address this issue in the case case when
G G SP,"blp, and where G, is obtained by balanced truncation, where some precise
statements can be made. Of particular help is the existence of an explicit expression
for the 7HO-norm of the error system (as given in Proposition 3.9). If Kr is designed
so that an appropriate closed-loop 7oo-norm bound is small, the Small Gain Theorem
can be applied to check closed-loop stability of K, connected to G. Furthermore, the
resulting degradation in the closed-loop 7Ho-norm may be bounded, if desired using a
priori quantities only.
4.1 The Normalized XO, Controller
We focus on a particular 7YO control problem studied in [7, 8]. Here we give a brief
description, and refer the reader to [7, 8] for full details. Let G = (A, B, C) be a given
n-state minimal system. Define the closed-loop system of interest to be
G[ SG SGK] where S := (I - GK)-.
Given y > 0 let E(G, y) be the following set of sub-optimal 7-,,o controllers:
E(G,y) := {K { K stabilizes G and II(G, K)II1o < ,}.
The smallest y such that E(G,y) is nonempty is 70, the optimal 7ioo-norm. Now
assuming y > y,, for every K G -(G, y) we can define the entropy of the associated
closed-loop H := 1t(G, K) by
I(H,y) := - f In I det(I - -2H*(jw)H(jw))ldw.
IH )'2,7er 12oo
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For a comprehensive discussion of entropy within the context of 70o-control, see [8].
Here it suffices to mention that the entropy may be thought of as a cost functional
akin to the usual Linear Quadratic Gaussian cost, which makes sense in an 7' 0 -control
setting. The control problem we are concerned with in this section can now be stated.
Definition 4.1 (Normalized 17'H, Controller) Let G be a given n-state minimal sys-
tem, and let 7 > 0 be such that E(G, y) is nonempty. Then the Normalized 17'H, Con-
troller for G is defined by
IK(G, ,) := arg if{I(Hl(G, K), y) I K E =(G,y)}.
In other words, IK(G, y) is the stabilizing controller which minimizes the entropy of
X7(G, K) subject to the H,,o-norm bound 7. Note that the Normalized '7H, Controller
is unique, and an n-state realization may be found in [7, 8].
4.2 Low-order control of systems in Spable
The purpose of this subsection is to give a sufficient condition for the Normalized 1,,
Controller (designed for the low-order plant IBII(G, k)) to stabilize the full-order plant
G E SP abl'. Further, if the condition is satisfied, a bound on the degradation of the
resulting 1O.o-norm of the closed-loop is given. We believe these results are interesting
and insightful because they can be put in terms of Ok+l (the (k + 1)-st pole of G) and
y, which are a priori data.
Proposition 4.2 Let G E S4.table have poles 981 >.> Ok > >  k +l > ... > ,. Define
G, := IBI(G,k), let 7y > y0,, and let K, := IK(G.,r) be the Normalized 1oo Controller
for G,. Define 5j := II'(G,, K,)1oo. Then:
(i) If, stabilizes G if 5 < -Ok+l.
(ii) If 5 < -Ok+l then JllU(G, K,)IIoo < 5 + (1 + ') 2 (-Ok+l-1) - .
Note that the above result requires knowledge of the a posteriori quantity 5 =
J1`/(G,,K,)ll00. Recall, however, that by construction 5' < r. Thus 5' < -0k+l if
7 < - 9 k+l- We therefore immediately have the following corollary, which is in terms
of a priori quantities only. Because the result is based on knowledge of the exact value
of IIG - Gl1o = -90k, it is inherently less conservative than would be obtained by
applying the same analysis using the usual error bound IG - G, IIo < 2 E _=k+ .
Corollary 4.3 Let G E Snp'stcable have poles 81 >_ > Ok > Ok+l > ... > 6,. Define
G, := IBr(G, k), let y > 70y, and let K, := IK(G., 7 ) be the Normalized Too Controller
for G,. Then:
(i) K, stabilizes G if - < -Ok+l.
(ii) If7 < -Ok+l then JII`(G,K,)lloo < 7 + (1 + 7)2 (--k+1- 7)-1
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Proof of Proposition 4.2(i) Write G = G, + (G - G,). Note carefully that,
since G E SP"abl and G, = ]IBT(G,k), we have that G - G, = IB't(G,n - k)
from Proposition 3.8. Hence JIG - GrJI = -0k+ 1 from Proposition 3.9. Viewing
G - G, as an additive perturbation to a nominal system G, connected to its controller
K/, we may apply the Small Gain Theorem to deduce that K, stabilizes G if II(G -
G,)K,S,, Ioo < 1 where S,, := (I - G,K,)- . Since K,SS, is a sub-block of 1i(G,, K;),
and It7-(Ga,,IK7)[ = aj by definition, we have JJKS,,Jlloo < A'. But then
I(G- G,)KS,,Jlloo < JIG - Gro,,ollKSI,,1 =:- e+.
Thus II(G - G,)KS,,Ilo < 1 if -0k4l. < 1 or equivalently if a < -0k+l (since
Ok+l < 0), in which case K, stabilizes G. [O
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of Proposition 4.2(ii). Proof of the
lemma is relegated to Appendix B.
Lemma 4.4 Definitions as in Proposition 4.2. Let S,, := (I - G,K,)-l and let G :=
G - G,. Assume a < -Ok+l. Then (I - G'KS,,)-' exists and
`i(G, K) = `,(Gr7,K) + [ K ] Sr,(I - GKrS7 ')-'G [ KrSrG. + I iKrSr ]
Proof of Proposition 4.2(ii) Since ' < -k+l we know that lIG'K,S,,7 loI < 1 from
the proof of Proposition 4.2(i). Now take the '74o-norm of `H(G, K,) and substitute for
7t(G, K,) from Lemma 4.4. Apply the triangle and sub-multiplicative properties of the
,oo-norm, and use the fact [4, p301] that J(I - M)-lI{o < (1- IIMIKo) - 1 if IIMlloo < 1
(here M is G'K,S,,). Also use that ' = IIlI(G,, K,)Ij,, by definition. One obtains
I`H(GK,) lIo < ~ + | K]r
XX hGI 0JKS7 I0 ) [ K7 SVrGr + I KS ] |, (2)
Now recall that
'H(Gr, K,) [ Sr,,G, SrG,r K,
(G, )= [KrS,,G, If, S,, '
Taking the 7,oo-norm of this, and using the fact that the 7`,o-norm of a sub-block of a
matrix cannot exceed the '7,o-norm of the whole matrix, we have
|I[ K.S,,G KG S. -]| < and IIKSrr11 < •'.
We may also write
fro whichKr) [we deduce Gr I ] + 0 0
from which we deduce
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[ 4] S.. [ G. I] •< jL(Gi, Ki-)l1 0 +1 < + 1.
Consequently,
Substituting the above bounds into (2) gives
lnt(G, Kr,)iI _< ' + (1 + j) 2(-U1j)(1 + ijil) - 1,
and the claim follows. [1
5 Concluding Remarks
Balanced truncation has been analysed here for a certain class of systems SPabl, which
permit exact analysis in terms of the system poles. For this class of systems balanced
truncation turns out to be Hankel-norm optimal. This is interesting because balanced
truncation is not in general known to be an optimal method of model reduction. Other
appealing properties of balanced truncation of systems in Snptab include an exact
expression for the `H,-norm of the error system.
The work in the present paper opens a number of avenues for further investigation.
For example, are there other nontrivial classes of systems for which balanced truncation
is Hankel-norm optimal? Are there classes of systems for which balanced truncation is
never Hankel-norm optimal? Another direction of investigation is the extension of the
ideas in this paper to study reduced-order 14,0-control for unstable plants. An appli-
cable method in that case is 4,0-balanced truncation, as studied in [7]. By restricting
attention to a class similar to SnP"abl,, but now without plant stability assumptions,
the analysis becomes transparent and insightful conclusions may be drawn. This work
will be reported in [9].
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A Appendix: All-pass dilation of G - IBI(G, k)
Here we follow up on Remark 3.14 and demonstrate that given G = (A, B, C) E SPstable
with poles 01 > .-- > Ok > 0k+l _> O' n_ n there exists an antistable system F(s) =
D5 + O(si - A)-'B such that E := G - IBT(G, k) - F satisfies EE* = a2+lI. By [2,
Theorem 7.2] this is a necessary and sufficient condition for IBI(G, k) to be a k-state
optimal Hankel-norm approximation of G.
Without loss of generality we assume m = p. If m 5 p then B and C may be
augmented with, respectively, columns and rows of zeros without affecting BBT =
CCT = I or the Hankel singular values.
From Proposition 3.8 we know that G - IB'(G,k) = IBII'(G,n - k), so E =
IBT'(G, n-k)-F. Proposition 3.6 gives that a balanced realization for IBI(G, n-k) is
(02, W2TB, CW2) with balanced Gramian E 2. Starting with this system we can directly
apply [2, Theorem 6.3] to construct F = b + (sI - A)-1B such that EE* = a2+lI.
All that remains to be shown is that the A so formed is antistable. It is convenient to
define
0 := diag(0k+,+l,..., 0,),
:= diag(k+,r+l,..., a,),
f = z2 - ak+2I = diag((0ar+ 1 - 2r+l),..., (( -_k+1)),
where r is the multiplicity of 0 k+1. Since 0 < 0, part 3(b) of [2, Theorem 6.3] applies,
and says that A has the same inertia as -2F. But r < 0 and t > 0 and both are
diagonal matrices, so -Er > 0. Hence all the eigenvalues of A are in the open right-
half plane. That is, A is antistable as claimed. This completes the construction of an
antistable F such that EE* = o 2l I. By [2, Theorem 7.2] this verifies that IBT(G, k)
is indeed a k-state optimal Hankel-norm approximation of G E S';tble'
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B Appendix: Proof of Lemma 4.4
From the proof of Proposition 4.2(i) we know that the assumption ' < -Ok+l ensures
IIG'K,S,,IrIoo < 1. This guarantees the existence of (I - G'KS,,)- . By definition
Sr-' = I- GK -= I - GK - GK = S,-l- GKr.
Hence
Sr, = Sr,,(I - Kr Srr,)-.
It follows that
Sr - Sr, = Srr(I - Gr.KrSrr)-'G'.KrSrr
It is convenient to write
(Gr,Kr) = [ Srr [ Gr I ] + 0 '
and similarly for 'H(G, Kr). Now we can simplify H-(G, Kr)- 7((G,, K,) as follows:
H(Go K,) - H(Gr ,Kr)
[,]r] G I Sr, Gr I ]
[. Sr [ Gr + G I]-[ K,: ] [o 0]
= [K ](SrSrr) [ Gr I]+[ K+ ]Sr[ G 0]
= [ 4] Srr(I -GIr Srr) G [ KrSrrGr + I KrSrr ],
as claimed. []
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